Don't let MIT get in way of education

A freshman was talking to recently admitted shiphealy he must be able to work in a way to work at home only once since he has been at MIT. To paraphrase President Twigg, he is setting his schooling to his education. Before winter finally overtakes the city, there are several pleasant excursions that everyone is sure to enjoy. Here are some.

- Boston's North End, the home of the best Italian food on the East Coast that is not prohibitively expensive. While in the area, it is worth exploring the old North Church of Paul Revere fame and the Boston Harbor, where the Constitution battleship "Old Ironsides" that inspired an Oliver Wendell Holmes poem, is anchored.
- The Museum of Fine Arts, does not attract MIT students trying to finish humanities assignments. This museum, with its more well-known neighbor, the Museum of Fine Arts, does not attract MIT students trying to finish humanities assignments. The exhibit in the Museum of Fine Arts on "The Woman's Century," is anchored.

* "Omar's dead, the mania of the morning is dissipating. Queen, with a cup of coffee in hand, I begin to sink into the weekness of the afternoon.

Susan Stone used on a surfboard wearing a sign on his back "SAULTO-BAH-GAR-MART-ER." He waves. I wonder how much acid BU puts in its dip. Two women wearing "Smith Crew" sweatshirts walk by. I ask if they are in fact affiliated with "Smith Crew." They are. I ask them where their b主教练 is. They say they are using Harvard's Weld Boathouse, and ask me where is my ex-girlfriend, to whom I haven't spoken since July. Tried out for crew, and picked up some skills. She made it. They shake their heads negatively. "We don't know her," they say.

"Thank you," I say, and they go away.

With nothing better to do I determine that a pointless quixotic quest is in order. Going to "Smith Crew"'s boathouse where I may find my ex-girlfriend, or "Chuck," the mascot known on whom she used to fantasize, who can tell me where she is. First, however, I must return to the Tech offices to file an inter-
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